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would reconcile religion and philosophy by not admitting a permanent
distinction between philosophy and religion in any sense; we are to
look forward to a time when action proceeding from a reasoned view
of things will be possible for all and not merely for philosophers. His
view is essentially that of " evolutionist ethic*"—that life is in itself
good, and that life and increase of life should be made the end of effort both
for the individual and the community.

Die SpratJie als Kuntt. Von GOBTAV GEBBER. Zweite Auflage, Erste—
Funfte Lieferungen. Berlin : Gaertner, 1884, 5. Pp. 661.

LHe Sprache und da$ Erkmnen. Von GUSTAV GERBEB. Berlin : Gaertner,
1884. Pp. 336.

The second of these works carries farther the general view of speech
that was given in the earlier one, half of which has now reappeared in a
second edition issued by parts. Speech as a product of " naive art" by which
ideas of objects are conveyed from one inind to another, is distinguished
from " natural sounds," that is, mere signs of emotion, such as are used by
animals. Words, however, taking their character in part from the feelings
of those who create them, do not reproduce actual things, but transform
the Teal world into an ideal world. Having once been created by the free
activity of individuals, speech reacts on the individual through the race^
and becomes knowledge—a knowledge which is common to all. The
sentence (Der SatzV not in its grammatical form but in its form as root
^Sprachwurzel), is the first product of the creative activity of man express-
ing itself in speech. Here knowledge is already implied ; man'has placed
himself in a "theoretical" relation to objects. Speech itself gives the im-
pulse to strive after a more exact knowledge of the world as it is, to make
tlie sentence—the element of speech—a judgment expressing the truth of
things. From first to last the character of speech as art is stamped on our
knowledge. " It is speech that manifests the essence of man in relation to-
the universe." The general result of the author's criticism of knowledge
from this point of view is that the categories of knowledge for the
speech of the individual are the representation (1) of the empirical
ego, (2) of movement in time and space, (3) of the relation of cause and
effect; expressed in (1) the subject, (2) the predicate, (3) the copula. These-
categories are to be taken in the sense of Kant rather than of Aristotle ;
for although Aristotle's as well as Kant's deduction of the categories has
its roots in speech, Aristotle's deduction was from isolated words, while
Kanf s was from the judgment as expressed in the sentence. From the de-
duction of the categories (cc. i.-iv.) the author goes on to consider speech as
n social product (c. v.). Having so far treated it as a product of the activity
of the individual and the race under the influence of external things, he
next proceeds to consider it as at the same time a product of the activity of
the subject passing outwards (c vi.). Kant's distinction between Wahrneh-
muvgsuTtheue and Erfahruvgturtheile then leads to a closer consideration,
of the copula in the two kinds of judgment (c. vii.). Finally a summary
of results is given and doctrines of the ego, especially those of Kant, Fichte
and Schopenhauer, are discussed in the light of the author's view (c viii.)~

Ueber tragischt Schuld und Siihne. Ein Beitrag rur Geschichte der jEsthetik
des Dramas. Von Dr. JULIUS GOEBEL. Berlin: Duncker (0.
Heymons), 1884. Pp. 108.

The true conception of " tragic guilt" is not to be found in the Greek
drama, but first appeared in Shakespeare ; although we must not expect
to find it so consciously present to the mind of " the naive Homer of the
modern drama" as to the mind of "the philosopher of the nineteenth
century". The ancient dnimatLsts never got rid of the idea of an inexplicable-
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